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Our field and media consumers worldwide have in recent years become fascinated and dismayed by a
constellation of media genres that includes “fake news,” “misinformation,” “disinformation,” “media
manipulation,” “coordinated inauthentic behavior,” and “propaganda.” Indeed, we argue that this
constellation is the defining political communication topic of our time, given the massive media
attention, reams of scholarship, and unprecedented funding opportunities devoted to it. Of course,
none of this content is entirely new, but it is newly salient, and the digital age has changed how such
messages are created, circulated, and interpreted, as well as their potential effects. The fear that
messages of dubious provenance and truth value may subvert the “proper” functioning of democracy
(however that is understood) has motivated governments, citizens, and scholars to try to understand
and combat the phenomenon.
This special issue contributes to a better scholarly understanding of disinformation, which is one
distinct species of what some have called “problematic information” (Giglietto et al., 2019; Jack, 2017;
Molina et al., 2019). As disinformation and its conceptual siblings are often conflated in popular
conversations, and sometimes in scholarly ones, we feel it is important to start with a definition. We see
no need to compose our own, as the High Level Expert Group on Fake News and Online Disinformation
of the European Commission wrote a succinct and useful one in 2018: “Disinformation… includes all
forms of false, inaccurate, or misleading information designed, presented and promoted to intentionally
cause public harm or for profit” (2018, p. 3). This definition unites three critical criteria: 1) deception, 2)
potential for harm, and 3) an intent to harm. It thus excludes deceptive messages that may cause harm
without the disseminators’ knowledge (misinformation) and non-deceptive messages intended to harm

others (e.g. slurs based on racial, sexual, or gender identity). Disinformation messages under this
adopted definition are munitions in campaigns of information warfare, non-lethal weapons intended to
subdue adversaries rather than reason with them. Given the threat disinformation poses to healthy
democratic practice, this special issue’s authors all adopt a normative stance against it, as do we.
This introductory essay is organized into four sections following this one. We begin by situating
our understanding of disinformation within the wider crisis of democracy and political communication.
Second, we briefly review the history of the study of problematic information in communication, paying
particular attention to the massive increase in research activity since 2016. Next, we highlight key
findings and points of agreement within this issue’s articles, which we divide into two broad categories:
content studies and reception studies. We conclude by discussing several critical research questions
about disinformation that have yet to be thoroughly explored. But before proceeding, we would like to
make a brief point regarding the term “fake news.” It has been widely used in popular conversations
about problematic information, most prominently by Donald Trump, as well as in scholarly research (e.g.
by Bronstein et al., 2019; Khaldarova & Pantti, 2016; Vargo et al., 2017). With respect to our colleagues,
we advocate against uses of this term to refer to concepts of theoretical relevance. We argue that its
use by Trump and his followers to delegitimize unfavorable news coverage has stripped it of any
analytical value it may have once held. Even beyond that tendentious usage, ambiguity around its many
other referents (which include comedic and satirical news content such as the Daily Show and the
Onion) suggest that researchers should apply more precise language to their objects of study. Hence,
this special issue represents an attempt to advance “beyond fake news” in scholarship of problematic
information by focusing on one specific subtype thereof: disinformation.

Context

We are wary of attempting to conceptualize the contemporary nature of digital disinformation
without placing that disinformation in wider context. The environment in which contemporary, largely
digital, disinformation has arisen and operates is one of a larger “crisis of public communication”; a
“disinformation order” that has been developing for much longer than the current breed of digital
disinformation. More comprehensive treatments of this thesis can be found elsewhere (e.g., Bennett &
Livingston, 2018; Chadwick, 2019; Wardle & Derakhshan, 2017); but we do feel it necessary to ground
ourselves by recognizing critical elements of the social, political and economic context that underlie the
forms of disinformation that are the focus of this issue.
The widespread and growing distrust among Western publics in institutions of the press is an
inescapable reality: in the United States, overall confidence that news media report the news “fully,
accurately and fairly” has fallen steadily since the 1970s, reaching an all-time low in 2016 prior to the
presidential election, after which the measure has sharply polarized (Gallup, 2019). The decline in trust
in the press is both concomitant with declines in public faith in other institutions of democratic
governance and a phenomenon in its own right. There is a profound sense among large portions of
Western democratic societies that contemporary governance structures, and the information systems
assigned to hold them accountable, are not working (Achen & Bartels, 2017; Foa & Mounk, 2017; Ladd,
2011).
The deep political contentiousness and polarization of (especially the more engaged portions of)
publics must also be recognized here as it has a direct bearing on both falling trust in the press and
engagement in disinformation sharing and consumption. Fiercely negative affect now characterizes
many partisans’ attitudes toward members of the opposite party (Iyengar & Westwood, 2015), and this
antipathy corresponds to online information sharing (Conover et al., 2011). Social media networks play a
special role here, as users encountering news through social media appear to place as much weight on

the social identity of the sharer as the reputation of the creator in determining informational credibility,
further undermining the potentially moderating role of centrist journalistic media (Messing &
Westwood, 2012).
We would be remiss not to note corresponding developments in the political economy of
political media, which in many ways aggravate these dynamics. Scholars such as Berry and Sobieraj
(2014) and Peck (2019) have detailed the lucrative partisan media spaces carved out first on radio in the
wake of the Fairness Doctrine repeal, and then with the expansion of media choice via cable television
and the Internet. These business models demonstrate both the viability of niche-market targeting, and
the political-cultural styles that can attract dedicated audiences more for the delivery of identity
solidarity than informed discourse (Kreiss, 2018; Peck, 2019). 1 The current state of digital
disinformation, whose practices frequently trade on the same appeals, is deeply rooted in these
developments.
The underlying economics of the press under conditions of digital advertising and heavy
platformization (Nieborg & Poell, 2018) compound the challenges of the business of the journalism of
verification, undermining our society’s main defense against disinformation (Pickard, 2019). Increasingly
dependent on monetizing the now all-too-measurable attention of individuals clicking through social
media links on laptops and smartphones, news organizations now compete for viewers with all manner
of enticing content, political and otherwise, much of which feels no obligation to any degree of factual
reliability. Munger (2019) describes this as a “Clickbait Media” economic arrangement in which legacy
news organizations compete with low-cost, zero-credibility upstarts who can often attract large
numbers of viewers. And the competition is fierce: Bradshaw and colleagues show in this issue that
“junk news” reached parity with professional news sources when it came to generating shares on
Twitter during the 2016 Presidential Election.

Unfortunately, some of the responses of news organizations to this situation appear themselves
to be harmful to press credibility. Clickbait is a daily experience of news consumers, reliably found if one
scrolls down far enough on most news websites. The rise of native advertising also appears to be doing
press credibility few favors. Presented with widely varying degrees of transparency, native advertising is
clearly attractive for the advertising dollars it can provide. And in an important sense, it “works”: fewer
than 10% of consumers recognize it as paid advertising (Amazeen, 2019). But the medium-to-long term
consequences must not be overlooked. Being made aware of the true nature of native content drives
down perceptions of the credibility of the news producer (Amazeen & Muddiman, 2018). In short,
contemporary online news consumers are awash in dubious, manipulative content--even on the
webpages of some of the world’s highest-quality news sites.
There is a final way in which journalistic media intersect with disinformation in this complicated
landscape: news organizations’ awareness of the need to disperse content through social media
networks has led them to rely increasingly heavily on measures of where the public’s attention is
trending, to the frustration of many journalists (McGregor, 2019; Tandoc, 2014), and to integrate
themselves into many social media platforms. Without very careful attention to the investigation and
verification of the origins of individual statements and trends emanating from social media, respected
news media can themselves be used by disinformation campaigns “trading up the chain” (Marwick &
Lewis, 2017), an example of which Krafft and Donovan illustrate in this issue (see also Lukito et al.,
2019).
Our intention with these points is not to criticize the work of journalists or news organizations
that defend the public daily against a genuinely post-truth reality; indeed, many are engaged in
remarkable work to navigate this treacherous terrain (Graves, 2016). But in introducing the concept of

disinformation, we do hope to take a clear-eyed view of the political, communication, and economic
environment from which modern concerns with disinformation have, quite suddenly,, emerged.

From propaganda to disinformation
Disinformation as currently defined appears not to have been a major research priority in the social
sciences prior to 2017. The Anglicization of the Russian term dezinformatsiya dates back to at least 1955
(“Disinformation, n.,” n.d.), but since then, only a small collection of isolated historical analyses and case
studies spread across several disciplines has directly addressed the topic in scholarly contexts (including
Boghardt, 2009; Clogg, 1997; Fetzer, 2004; Kux, 1985; Martin, 1982; Romerstein, 2001). These
publications do not constitute a “literature” in the usual sense, as they generally do not reference each
other or seek to build a broad program of empirical disinformation research. As such, their relevance to
contemporary disinformation research is modest at most.
In contrast, the study of propaganda has a long history in communication research. Its origins
can be traced to the Institute for Propaganda Analysis (IPA), an organization that operated between
1937 and 1942 to help the public understand and critically analyze what its members called the
“distortion of public opinion” (Lee & Lee, 1939, p. viii). The IPA is perhaps best known for its list of seven
widely-used propaganda tropes, or “devices,” that offered scholars and the public tools for designating
media messages as propaganda (see Sproule, 2001, for a history of these devices). After the IPA’s
dissolution, the study of propaganda in the field of communication became a largely qualitative affair. A
handful of articles published in this very journal throughout the 1980s and 1990s analyze propaganda
using primarily rhetorical and historical methods (Harmon, 1992; Kampf, 1987; Kieh Jr, 1990; Martin,
1982; Parry-Giles, 1994; Symms & Snow Jr, 1981). Book-length treatments of the topic applied similar
approaches (Sproule, 1997; Taylor, 2003). While some of this work aligned directly with the
anticommunist Western foreign policy consensus of the Cold War (Harmon, 1992; Kampf, 1987; Martin,

1982; Symms & Snow Jr, 1981), others took aim at American propaganda directed at foreign targets
(Kieh Jr, 1990; Parry-Giles, 1994). This latter tradition was most evident in research based on Herman
and Chomsky’s propaganda model (2011), which situated the American news media as the most
prominent disseminators of elite ideologies. Such studies are, like their foundational work, steeped in
critical theory that traces power through media channels that reject charges of servility to government
and corporate interests (e.g. Altheide & Grimes, 2005; Jackson & Stanfield, 2004; Jang, 2013; Kennis,
2009). The general thrust of these analyses thus differs fundamentally from that of the current articles,
which focus on media messages produced with manifestly duplicitous intent.
Before the influx of popular and academic interest in disinformation in 2016, the still-nascent
field’s closest conceptual relative was the study of misinformation. This concept is somewhat easier to
study than disinformation because it does not require a finding of malicious intent: messages need only
be false and potentially harmful to qualify as such. The concept was first developed by cognitive
psychologists interested in its effects on memory formation (Loftus & Hoffman, 1989), visual object
classification (Pishkin, 1960), children’s ability to infer the mental states of others (Perner & Wimmer,
1988), and performance on multiple-choice tests (Frary, 1980). Political and communication researchers
mentioned the phenomenon in passing throughout the 1970s and 1980s, with only a few papers
examining it directly (including Arcus-Ting et al., 1977; Johnson & Nimmo, 1986; Powell, 1989). This
trend continued into the 1990s as part of political science’s embrace of psychology’s cognitive
revolution (Hofstetter et al., 1999; Kuklinski et al., 1998; Leitenberg, 1999; Price & Hsu, 1992), though
more popular cognitively-oriented topics such as political sophistication and how voters make decisions
far outpaced it. Still, this early work in political misinformation drew at least two substantial conclusions
from which present-day research still draws: 1) that the cognitive domain is an important, if not the
most important, locus of misinformation studies; and 2) that mere ignorance or incorrect guesses do not
qualify as misinformation, which instead requires a strong degree of confidence in the truth of a

factually false belief (Kuklinski et al., 1998). In the 21st century, interest in the topic increased greatly,
driven by factors such as the contemporaneous popularity of participatory media and rising distrust in
scientific and medical authority (e.g. Bessi et al., 2015; Cogley et al., 2010; Del Vicario et al., 2016).
Prior to 2017, disinformation was rarely a topic of primary analysis—when the term did appear,
it was usually as a minor detail in a discussion of another object of study. But the 2016 election and its
aftermath prompted a rush of interest on the topic from a wide range of disciplines including
communication, political science, and information science. As a very rough indicator of scholarly
interest, we note 238 Google Scholar results from 2000-2009 whose titles contain the term (including
unrelated uses from finance and medicine). 2 Between 2010 and 2016, that number is 257, but between
2017 and 2019, it ballooned very quickly to 609. Thus, between 2010 and 2019, over 70% of the Google
Scholar results containing “disinformation” in their titles were published after 2016. This strikes us as
clear evidence of a surge in scholarly interest.
As limitations of space and focus prevent us from comprehensively reviewing the relevant
literature, here we will acknowledge a few of the most foundational early works in disinformation
research. Two prominent white papers (Faris et al., 2017; Marwick & Lewis, 2017), each published in
August 2017, provided detailed case studies of US-focused disinformation practices upon which the
articles in this issue rely heavily. Allcott and Gentzkow (2017) published the first large-scale analysis of
the spread of so-called “fake news” (which by our definition is a type of disinformation) and found,
among other things, that such stories were unlikely to have swayed the election. Finally, state-of-the-art
reviews of research on “fake news” (Lazer et al., 2018) and political polarization and disinformation
(Tucker et al., 2018) appeared in March 2018, laying the groundwork for studies to come.

Disinformation: Content and reception

As we demonstrate above, the articles in this special issue belong to a literature still in its infancy.
Theoretical approaches are still fairly scattered; we have not yet reached the point of being able to
divide studies according to competing intellectual traditions or expected types of effects. Instead, we
classify the current studies into two broad categories: content and reception. As the name implies,
content studies analyze disinformation content and in so doing attempt to draw conclusions about its
intended purposes, audiences, and effects. Reception studies are generally survey and/or experimentbased and seek to determine how exposure to disinformation affects opinions, attitudes, and behaviors.
We begin by previewing the content cluster, which contains four studies; and continue with the
reception studies, of which there are three.

Content studies
Four studies focused on the supply side of disinformation illustrate the wide variety of actors
shaping this part of our information system.
Bradshaw and colleagues take the widest view, using a grounded approach to typologize the
myriad of online sources now shared on social media during major political debates. These scholars take
important steps to move our field beyond often-unproductive debates over the precise definition of
fake news, instead arguing for attention to the concept of junk news, which they define in reference to
five theoretically-informed criteria. What their study makes clear is that American social media during
the 2016 Presidential Election was awash in junk news: they find that junk news was shared as often as
news from respected professional news sources. More professional news appeared to take the upper
hand in the 2018 State of the Union address, but future research will be needed to know if this was a
result of correction on the part of social media users or platforms, lessened attention to the State of the
Union by purveyors of junk news, a different audience of social media users tuning in to that event, or
something else.

By contrast, Krafft and Donovan go micro, offering a detailed investigation of the development
of a false rumor as users of 4chan, 8chan and other right-wing platforms explore and ultimately
misidentify the perpetrator of an automobile assault during 2017’s Unite the Right rally. Their study
details the linkages between peer production practices in the corners of the Internet and better-known
news websites, an illustration of “trading up the chain” dynamics in action.
Both Keller and colleagues and Lukito home in on a particularly important sort of disinformation
creator: state actors. Keller et al. helpfully move beyond the “bot or human” debate by analyzing a
state-sponsored disinformation campaign in South Korea according to a more holistic principal-agent
framework. They carefully articulate strategic rationales for human, automated and hybrid modes of
presenting disinformation in social media, and present data to both illustrate the behavior of known
disinformation accounts and identify previously unreported likely disinformation accounts.
Lukito takes as her subject the operations of Russia’s 2016 campaign during the U.S. Presidential
Election. Hers is one of the first studies to date to quantitatively assess the construction of a
disinformation campaign across multiple social media--Facebook, Twitter and Reddit. Time series
analyses indicate that Russian account operators may have themselves been engaged in “trialballooning,” a practice with parallels to trading up the chain, in that activities on Reddit may have been
tested before rollout on Twitter.

Reception studies
The three reception studies all ground themselves firmly in the political psychology tradition.
Specifically, all draw on theories of motivated reasoning, confirmation bias, and message-attitude
consistency in predicting cognitive responses or behaviors. From this shared foundation, each study

branches out to elucidate the specific effects of various psychological factors on the extent to which
participants endorse, believe, or act based on demonstrably false claims: Zimmermann and Kohring
focus on populist attitudes; Powell, Hameleers, van der Meer, and Bos consider differences between
text-only and visual messages; and Garrett, Sude, and Riva investigate the role of ostracism. Similarities
in findings are strongly evident between the latter two studies, both of which employed experiments to
test the effects of fact-checking messages on participants’ willingness to believe partisan disinformation.
Both studies’ results support the efficacy of fact-checking efforts under certain circumstances: Powell et
al. find that fact-checks consistently reduce the credibility of disinformation across issues, with the
effect being strongest among those who agreed with the general ideological thrust of the
disinformation. Garrett et al. find that participants who were manipulated to feel ostracized in a
simulated social media environment were more likely to persist in endorsing messages about attitudecongruent partisan falsehoods even in the face of evidence to the contrary. This effect was stronger
among those without strong ideological affiliations and those who rely on intuition over analysis when
processing information. Zimmermann and Kohring’s research diverges from these two studies by
directly investigating potential disinformation effects on electoral behavior using a panel survey. One
key finding is that participants who exhibited low degrees of trust in the political system and media were
most vulnerable to disinformation belief. Even more striking, former supporters of the governing
CDU/CSU party who had viewed disinformation content were especially likely to transfer their support
to far-right wing parties such as the AfD.

Conclusion: The future of disinformation research
Unfortunately for democratic practice, disinformation will likely continue to be a fertile and important
topic for future political communication research. The studies in this special issue raise as many
questions as they answer. Moving forward, we see several critical unanswered questions and under-

studied lines of inquiry, several of which we will highlight here. First, more research is needed in the
area of disinformation effects. One of the major distinctions between disinformation and
misinformation is that the former is specifically constructed to produce effects, ones which assault key
assumptions undergirding collective political decision-making. Questions of what kinds of effects, their
magnitude, and the circumstances under which they are most likely to manifest are vitally important to
both political communication theory as well as the public at large. We therefore exhort the
disinformation research community to follow Zimmermann and Kohring’s example in answering such
questions across a range of political contexts and topics.
Second, apart from behavioral effects, questions remain about differences in disinformation
exposure and credibility among specific subpopulations. Existing research has found evidence of
partisan asymmetry here—specifically, that conservatives are disproportionately likely to be targeted by
disinformation purveyors (Faris et al., 2017; Freelon & Lokot, 2020; Howard et al., 2018) and believe or
share disinformation content when exposed (Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017; Grinberg et al., 2019; Guess et
al., 2019). But other asymmetries may also exist, for example along ethnoracial lines. The fact that statesponsored disinformation agents such as the Internet Research Agency targeted Black American social
media users more than any other minority population (DiResta et al., 2018; Howard et al., 2018) is worth
exploring further for that reason. Beyond that, the partisan asymmetry finding requires careful
monitoring over time. Is it a persistent phenomenon rooted in stable psychological differences between
liberals and conservatives, or a transient artifact elicited in large part by the current US administration?
Between-country analyses will help to answer this question, as well as identify additional
subpopulations at high risk of disinformation exposure and endorsement.
A third area of inquiry focuses on the contested nature of the way scholars and the public
conceptualize problematic information. Among other things, the term connotes the speaker’s normative
objections to the messages in question (indeed, many Trump supporters likely would classify CNN and

the New York Times as “problematic information”), which renders it overly broad and subjective, albeit
superior to its alternatives. The extent to which the specific definitional criteria for disinformation
outlined at the start of this essay matter in terms of exposure, effects, and other dependent variables of
interest is still unknown. By the same token that the difference between a factual error and a lie can be
tremendously relevant in legal contexts, so might we expect the distinction between mis- and
disinformation to hold substantial implications for exposure, transmission, effects, and remedy. But
these are empirical questions-- it may turn out, for example, that the two phenomena’s empirical and
statistical characteristics are similar enough that the same conceptual models and corrective techniques
can be effectively applied to both. To ascertain which is the case, research must be carefully designed to
compare the two along with other related but potentially distinct conceptual relatives.
The 2020 US elections will no doubt afford great advances in the study of disinformation, as
such messages grow in sophistication, subtlety, and efficacy. With Bennett and Livingston (2018), we
recognize both the theoretical and practical importance of studying this new disinformation order, and
expect the articles in this special issue to contribute substantially to this new and rapidly evolving field.
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